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CANADIAN ENGINEERMay 31, THE 4531917.

Name.
1. Wellington
2. Buffalo
3. Filtration
4. Church
5. Woodland
6. Location not decided.

Location.
Tailrace
Tailrace

Name.
7. Asylum
8. Crawford
9. Knox

10. Latour
11. Lasalle

the banks
curves

Location. 
Sta.
Sta.
Sta. 190.10 
Sta. 231.60 
Sta. 269.39

In case B (Scheme 3), to develop power 
cf the canal are sloped in straight lines and regular 
to ease off the flow, and the tailrace is enlarged to accom
modate the discharge through the headrace.

T he cost of case A was found to be $5,8951°°° ar'd 
tlle amount of interest charged amounts to $1,072,948.

This amount of $5,895,000 has,, therefore, to be added 
to the cost of pumping by steam or by electric current.

If the work is proceeded with, we had again to con
fer two cases ; Case C, connecting the pumps directly 
to some of the turbines in the power house, and case D, 
USlng all the power from the power house to produce 
Metric current, and then using part of the current to 
°Perate motor-driven

I24-75
'35-5°

Sta. 14.00 
Sta. 41.80 
Sta. 81.30

The cost would be the same in all cases, except for 
•Scheme 2, when the Wellington and Buffalo bridges 
would have to be longer owing to the widening of the 
tailrace.

s.
if

. 400<t • m . Jwir Lmrpumps.
1 he question of connecting the pumps 

^ater-wheels was considered, but on account oi t ic ow 
available head and the resultant slow speed of the turbines,
4 Was found advantageous to operate direct-conncc e 
generators in the power house, using the electric pywer 
So generated to operate motor-driven pumps. this 
Scheme not only simplifies the design of the pumping urn s 
and their connections, but provides a most 1 exi i e p an •
°r example, every turbine unit is available at a lrn ’ 
at it is possible to operate, for either furms img P°

0r pumping purposes, or any other electric P°u ,;I s'er 
reciuired. In the case where the turbine is direct co- 
"ected to the pump, then that turbine can be used 
Pfrnping purposes only.

As the power house at times will not be in opera '
?n account of frazil, high water, etc., an as 1tir ‘
?tr.“e difference between summer and winter power, 1 

also necessary to consider the case of providing 
aUxiliary steam plant. f

We, therefore, calculated the capital cost, c__
maintenance, and cost of operation of the o o\\ms

Canal and tailrace ; hydro-electric power h , 
^axillary steam electric plant ; pump house, oper. 
r,cally ; stand-by steam pumping plant.
. As will be seen, it was found cheaper 
lrely the old steam pumping plant and m a nevJ

finally it was found advantageous to discar
P ant altogether, and enlarge the auxiliary s 
P ant for all requirements.
, We first calculated the cost of the canal and tailrace

5 Projected (Scheme 1) and the results ° i,ottom of
Wing to uncertainty due to the nature o w re_

,v canal to resist scouring and the ten ( 'icy j the 
>ing walls to slide, led us to calculate the costoMhe

aximum possible development of power r 
Wlth paved bottom and maximum enlargement of the
race (Scheme 2). 
a Filtration Works.-The filtration works were1 bu.lt for 
' CaPacity of So million Imperial gallons Per JUJ "r
Zzh,rath-' Thy:?ras£ycS' °x:

1 • nf 73 million Imperial gallons. present
‘ built would, therefore, be insufficien . to be
jurements of the city, and either* woi ^ ^
- k<\d much above lts n0rma M h'ive to be used. Both 
<y.n^d and unfiltered water would ha t should
Editions arc undesirable, and such a situât.

direct to the
7rn
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Scheme No. 2, Aqueduct Enlargement.
Cillery No. 1, Filtration Plant as it is built. Gallery No. 2. proposed extension 

ior iuu M. I. u. Gallery No. 3, proposed extension for 150 M. I. G.

1 he head-gates of the canal are a part of the Lasalle
bridge.

We have therefore left out the cost of io bridges in 
Schemes i, 3, 4 and 5, but have included the cost of 
Lasalle bridge in all schemes.
Scheme 2 the cost of the Wellington and Buffalo bridges. 
Riprapping at other bridges than Lasalle may possibly be 
needed for all schemes, but its cost has been added to 
Scheme 2.

The

We have also added to

riprapping we have figured 'upon, around the 
bridge piers in the canal, extends down stream for 100 feet 
from the head of the piers and for the whole width of the 

♦ aqueduct. I he bottom of the canal, where it is in earth, 
is excavated for a depth of 6 feet or to rock, if the rock is

to discard en-
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less than 6 feet from the bottom of the canal. Five feet 
in depth is filled up with large and small stones and clay 
puddle, over which is laid one foot of good concrete.

Boulevards.—The cost of land for boulevards has 
been included only in Schemes i and 2. Owing to the 
grading of slopes in Schemes 3, 4 and 5, part of the land 
needed for boulevards is used for the banks, and the 
balance, becoming useless, has been omitted.

We cannot estimate in dollars and cents the value of 
the boulevards. Whatever value the boulevards 
have to the city is beyond the scope of this report.

filte

avoided.
to k Bri<lges.—Under the present plans ,l \S 
to build eleven bridges over the tailrace and canal,

may
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